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Women in Engineering
2009-06-05

women in engineering pioneers and trailblazers introduces the visionary women who opened the door
for today s female engineers pioneers such as emily roebling kate gleason edith clarke and katherine
stinson come to life in this anthology of essays articles lectures and reports in this book the significant
contributions women have made to engineering in areas as diverse as construction management
environmental protection and industrial efficiency are finally placed in their proper historical context
studies on women engineers in the 1920s and in the years following world war ii underscore how far
women have progressed in engineering and how far they have to go with selections that span a
century of historical and social analysis women in engineering pioneers and trailblazers and its
companion volume women in engineering professional life present a range of perspectives on women
in engineering that will be of interest to historians engineers educators and students about the author
margaret e layne p e is project director of advance vt a program created at virginia tech to increase
the participation and advancement of women in academic science and engineering careers

Women in Engineering
2009

vrouwen kiezen nog steeds veel te weinig voor het beroep van ingenieur niet alleen in belgië is het
geen evidente studiekeuze maar ook in de verenigde staten zoals uit deze publicatie blijkt het boek is
geschreven door een vrouwelijke ingenieur die zich afvroeg uit eigen ervaring zij was tijdens haar
studie en ook meestal in haar loopbaan één van de weinige vrouwen waarom vrouwen zo zelden voor
dit beroep kiezen in de verenigde staten is het beroep van ingenieur de op één na grootste
beroepsgroep zoals de amerikaanse nationale wetenschapsraad het formuleert blijven wetenschap en
technologie de motor van de economische groei en nationale veiligheid in deze bloemlezeing komen
de pioniers aan bod vrouwen die vanaf het einde van de negentiende eeuw het pad voor zichzelf en
de vrouwen na hun effenden de levens van enkele bekende ingenieurs komen aan bod zoals emily
roebling die de coördinatie en constructie van de brooklyn bridge op zich nam verder wordt ook de
evolutie van de ingernieursstudies en de particpatie van vrouwen hierin geschetst

The Innovators
1997-01-01

a richly illustrated introduction to the engineering triumphs that made america modern in this age of
microchips and deep space probes it s hard to imagine life before electricity or passenger trains an
astonishing series of engineering innovations paved the way to the twentieth century and
transformed america into the world s mightiest industrial power the innovators tells the exciting story
of the engineering pioneers whose discoveries so dramatically altered commerce industry and world
history the book takes readers into the workshops of america s early engineering geniuses explaining
how they came up with their ideas and later applied them in the marketplace devotees of history and
technology will appreciate the finely drawn profiles of america s technical wizards from the famous
including robert fulton the inventor of the steamboat samuel f b morse the inventor of the telegraph
and thomas edison inventor of the first electrical power network to the lesser known such as j edgar
thompson who built the pennsylvania railroad from the author of the critically acclaimed the tower
and the bridge features over 80 illustrations of the engineers and their inventions david p billington
princeton new jersey a professor of civil engineering at princeton university is the author of the tower
and the bridge and robert maillart s bridges the art of engineering which won the 1979 dexter prize as
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the outstanding book on the history of technology

The Innovators, Trade
1996-04-26

this is a new biography of two great british engineering pioneers who did much to develop the world
we now live in george and robert stephenson were at the forefront of early railways and were at the
cutting edge of modern engineering history industrial historian anthony burton looks into these two
giants of the late georgian and early victorian age who were responsible for the development of much
of the early railway map in both britain and other parts of the world the work examines the lives of
the two men and their ability to overcome some of the most pressing engineering problems of their
time this is a new work with newly researched material published here for the first time which take a
fresh look at both pioneering engineers and their achievements

George and Robert Stephenson
2020-09-30

full of great tales of achievement and ingenuity engineers celebrates 80 of the greatest engineers
that ever lived and the stamp they have left on the world learn all about how their projects have
changed the course of history and added to human progress from the men who built the great
pyramid in egypt to the industrial revolution and the impressive structures of isambard kingdom
brunel and on to the pioneers of space travel and the computer scientists of today from initial
concepts to prototypes and finished designs engineers is full to bursting with technical drawings
specially commissioned artworks blueprints and virtual tours that help bring the structures inventions
and technological breakthroughs to life engineers is for anyone who is intrigued by the power of the
pioneering mind

Engineers
2012

industrial engineering is the profession dedicated to making collective systems function better with
less waste better quality and fewer resources to serve the needs of society more efficiently and more
effectively this book uses a story telling approach to advocate and elaborate the fundamental
principles of industrial engineering in a simple interesting and engaging format it will stimulate
interest in industrial engineering by exploring how the tools and techniques of the discipline can be
relevant to a broad spectrum of applications in business industry engineering education government
and the military features covers the origin of industrial engineering discusses the early pioneers and
profiles the evolution of the profession presents offshoot branches of industrial engineering illustrates
specific areas of performance measurement and human factors links industrial engineering to the
emergence of digital engineering uses the author s personal experience to illustrate his advocacy and
interest in the profession

Pioneers and Their Contributions to Software Engineering
2001-06-25

ignored in britain and forgotten for generations in japan henry dyer 1848 1918 engineer
educationalist and author of two major works on japan as well as dozens of papers and pamphlets and
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other works has been the subject of ongoing research by nobuhiro miyoshi hiroshima university for
over thirty years culminating in this updated and expanded version of his original 1989 biography
dyer no nippon at the age of 24 even before he had taken his final exams at glasgow university henry
dyer was appointed principal of japan s new imperial college of engineering ice with a remit to set up
a world class engineering institution that would deliver the engineers with the technical know how
and expertise to build the new japan dyer s appointment by ito hirobumi the then vice minister for
public works and a member of the japanese embassy in london later to become prime minister in the
nine years dyer was in japan unfettered by ancient academic traditions and protocols he formulated
an approach to engineering education that enabled the ice to become the most advanced institution
of its kind in the world later to become part of tokyo university this study makes an important new
contribution to o yatoi hired foreigner studies of the meiji period particularly in the field of education
and helps illuminate existing perceptions regarding the nature of japan s route to modernization

Pioneers and Their Contributions to Software Engineering
2001

meet some incredible and inspirational women who have worked in the field of stem science
technology engineering and math and changed the world smart women have always been able to
achieve amazing things even when the odds were stacked against them science marie curie caroline
herschel dorothy hodgkin chien shing wu and more technology grace hopper hedy lamarr ada
lovelace katherine johnson and more engineering emily roebling martha j coston lillian gilbreth edith
clarke mary anderson and more math emmy noether sophie germain julia robinson marjorie lee burke
and florence nightingale a book on famous scientists mathematicians computer engineers aeronautic
experts dna and gene researchers physicists chemists and more to inspire our young brilliant minds
to build the future

The Story of Industrial Engineering
2018-11-09

a lucid statement of the philosophy of modular programming can be found in a 1970 textbook on the
design of system programs by gouthier and pont 1 l cfl0 23 which we quote below a well defined
segmentation of the project effort ensures system modularity each task fonos a separate distinct
program module at implementation time each module and its inputs and outputs are well defined
there is no confusion in the intended interface with other system modules at checkout time the in
tegrity of the module is tested independently there are few sche duling problems in synchronizing the
completion of several tasks before checkout can begin finally the system is maintained in modular
fashion system errors and deficiencies can be traced to specific system modules thus limiting the
scope of detailed error searching usually nothing is said about the criteria to be used in dividing the
system into modules this paper will discuss that issue and by means of examples suggest some
criteria which can be used in decomposing a system into modules a brief status report the major
advancement in the area of modular programming has been the development of coding techniques
and assemblers which 1 allow one modu1e to be written with little knowledge of the code in another
module and 2 aljow modules to be reas sembled and replaced without reassembly of the whole
system

Henry Dyer
2021-09-13
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margaret layne illuminates the professional lives of today s women engineers through articles
lectures reports and essays dating back to the 1920s

Women in STEM
2019-04-29

in georgian london henry maudslay started an engineering works that was to become world famous
and not just for the engines it made but also for the engineers who received their training there and
went on to bigger and better things at a time when engineering and machines were in their infancy
the designers and engineers at maudslay s soon became famous from maudslay himself to joseph
whitworth who founded armstrong whitworth david napier designer and builder of the first cunard
steamships richard roberts designer of power looms and james nasmyth inventor of the steam
hammer the list of engineers of world repute is amazing a fascinating study of what was the hotbed of
british engineering in the early 1800s without these men the industrial revolution would not have
been possible

Software Pioneers
2012-12-06

engineering transformed the world completely between the 17th and 21st centuries remarkable
engineers tells the stories of 51 of the key pioneers in this transformation from the designers and
builders of the world s railways bridges and aeroplanes to the founders of the modern electronics and
communications revolutions the focus throughout is on their varied life stories and engineering and
scientific detail is kept to a minimum engineer profiles are organized chronologically inviting readers
with an interest in engineering to follow the path by which these remarkable engineers utterly
changed our lives

Women in Engineering
2009

a lucid statement of the philosophy of modular programming can be found in a 1970 textbook on the
design of system programs by gouthier and pont 1 l cfl0 23 which we quote below a well defined
segmentation of the project effort ensures system modularity each task fonos a separate distinct
program module at implementation time each module and its inputs and outputs are well defined
there is no confusion in the intended interface with other system modules at checkout time the in
tegrity of the module is tested independently there are few sche duling problems in synchronizing the
completion of several tasks before checkout can begin finally the system is maintained in modular
fashion system errors and deficiencies can be traced to specific system modules thus limiting the
scope of detailed error searching usually nothing is said about the criteria to be used in dividing the
system into modules this paper will discuss that issue and by means of examples suggest some
criteria which can be used in decomposing a system into modules a brief status report the major
advancement in the area of modular programming has been the development of coding techniques
and assemblers which 1 allow one modu1e to be written with little knowledge of the code in another
module and 2 aljow modules to be reas sembled and replaced without reassembly of the whole
system
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Henry Maudslay & the Pioneers of the Machine Age
2002

sponsored by the geo institute of asce this collection of 78 historical papers provides a wide view of
the rich body of literature that documents the development of fundamental concepts geotechnical
engineering and their application to practical problems from the highly theoretical to the elegantly
practical the papers in this one of a kind collection are significant for their contributions to the
geotechnical engineering literature among the writings of more than 60 geotechnical engineering
pioneers are several by karl terzaghi widely known as the father of soil mechanics r r proctor arthur
casagrande and ralph peck many of these papers contain information as useful today as when they
were first written others provide great insight into the origins and development of the field and the
thought processes of its leaders

Remarkable Engineers
2010

recipient of the 2020 iise institute of industrial and systems engineers joint publishers book of the
year award industrial engineering is the profession dedicated to making collective systems function
better with less waste better quality and fewer resources to serve the needs of society more
efficiently and more effectively this book uses a story telling approach to advocate and elaborate the
fundamental principles of industrial engineering in a simple interesting and engaging format it will
stimulate interest in industrial engineering by exploring how the tools and techniques of the discipline
can be relevant to a broad spectrum of applications in business industry engineering education
government and the military features covers the origin of industrial engineering discusses the early
pioneers and profiles the evolution of the profession presents offshoot branches of industrial
engineering illustrates specific areas of performance measurement and human factors links industrial
engineering to the emergence of digital engineering uses the author s personal experience to
illustrate his advocacy and interest in the profession

Software Pioneers
2002-06-27

celebrates colorado s most famous scientists engineers and technological pioneers

History of Progress
2003-01-01

78 historical 1925 2001 papers significant for their contribution to the geotechnical engineering
literature a large collection of papers by karl terzaghi widely known as the father of soil mechanics is
included as well as papers by other early pioneers in the field including r r proctor arthur casagrande
and ralph peck

The Story of Industrial Engineering
2018-11-09

when you pass through the front gates of nasa langley research center you are entering an
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extraordinary place you could easily miss that fact however a few years ago a cross state bicycle tour
passed through the center as interesting as looping around the center was the riders observed that
nothing about the vaguely industrial site fit the conventional stereotypes of what high tech looks like
nasa langley does not fit many stereotypes it takes a close examination to discover the many ways it
has contributed to the development of flight as part of the national celebrations commemorating the
100th anniversary of the wright brothers first flight james schultz an experienced journalist with a gift
for translating the language of engineers and scientists into prose that nonspecialists can
comprehend has revised and expandedwinds of change his wonderful guide to the center this revised
book crafting flight invites you inside you will read about one of the nation s oldest research and
development facilities a place of imagination and ingenuity if this is your first visit you will surely find
many surprises if you are a veteran the pictures and text will evoke many memories sp 2003 4316

Colorado's Trailblazers
2016

first published in 1996 routledge is an imprint of taylor francis an informa company

A History of Progress
2003

科学 技術 工学 数学 stem の分野で活躍しながら歴史の陰にかくれがちだった女性科学者50人 その驚くべき業績やバイタリティあふれる人生をチャーミングなイラストとともに紹介
します ニューヨークタイムズベストセラー サイエンス フライデーbrain pickings2016年ベストサイエンスブック

Crafting Flight
2003-01-01

the chapters of the book are evolved from presentations made by selected participants at the 2005
bisc international special event held at the university of california at berkely the papers include
reports from the different front of soft computing in various industries and address the problems of
different fields of research in fuzzy logic fuzzy set and soft computing the book provides a collection
of forty four articles in two volumes

The Interplanetary Pioneers
1972

blue genes ape like and with one arm replaced by a claw the not quite human angelo and his
beautiful female partner ariadne are genetically bred rescuers programmed to travel vast distances
through space in suspended animation to bring back pioneers explorers sent out from earth
generations ago to settle other planets the latest mission is to rescue pioneer murray from the planet
la plage and to return to earth where as usual decades have passed while they have been travelling
between the stars but earth itself has gone through a catastrophic collapse from which its burnt out
civilization is trying to recover and amongst the remnants of a sterile and despairing humanity there
is less room than ever before for such strange creatures as angelo combining rich and weird alien
environments with exciting deep space adventure pioneers is a brilliant novel of love and alienation in
a strange and poignant future
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International Biographical Dictionary of Computer Pioneers
1995

this classic biography deftly interweaves ferguson s life and work giving complete details of the
development of the te20 and the ferguson system it uncovers ferguson s business dealings and
examines his aviation and car pioneering

世界を変えた50人の女性科学者たち
2018-04-20

this book is a compilation of the remarkable journeys of 48 hand surgery pioneers from the asian
pacific region they came from diverse backgrounds one being the 21st generation doctor in the family
to another being the first ever orthopaedic surgeon of a major university while some pioneers delved
deep in the lab to push the boundaries of surgical care others strived to make high quality hand
surgery available to the masses however what united them all was an unwavering commitment to
their patients well being and a willingness to go above and beyond to attain their objectives the
international federation of societies for surgery of the hand ifssh celebrates the spirit of enthusiasm
sacrifice and commitment to the cause of hand surgery by recognising these pioneers during the
triennial ifssh congress each biographical article in this anthology was written by someone who has
closely known or collaborated with the featured pioneer each of these trailblazers has a story that will
stir emotions and inspire others we believe it s important to share these narratives to motivate the
younger generation by doing so we hope to inspire them to follow in their footsteps provide
exceptional care to their patients and collectively create a better world to live in

Forging New Frontiers: Fuzzy Pioneers I
2007-09-27

the stories of black american professionals both historic and contemporary reveal the hardships and
triumphs they faced in overcoming racism to succeed in their chosen fields this extraordinary four
volume work is the first of its kind a comprehensive exploration of the obstacles black men and
women both historic and contemporary have faced and overcome to succeed in professional positions
voices of historical and contemporary black american pioneers includes the life and career histories of
black american pioneers past and present who have achieved extraordinary success in fields as
varied as aviation and astronautics education social sciences the humanities the fine and performing
arts law and government and medicine and science the set covers well known figures but is also an
invaluable source of information on lesser known individuals whose accomplishments are no less
admirable arranged by career category each section of the work begins with a biographical narrative
of early black pioneers in the field followed by original interviews conducted by the editors or
autobiographical narratives written by the subjects in all more than 150 scholars and professionals
share inspiring insights into how they persevered to overcome racism and succeed in an often hostile
world

Space Pioneers and where They are Now
1987

foregrounds the diversity of periodicals fiction and other printed matter targeted at women in the
postwar periodforegrounds the diversity and the significance of print cultures for women in the
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postwar period across periodicals fiction and other printed matterexamines changes and continuities
as women s magazines have moved into digital formatshighlights the important cultural and political
contexts of women s periodicals including the women s liberation movement and socialismexplores
the significance of women as publishers printers and editorswomen s periodicals and print culture in
britain 1940s 2000s draws attention to the wide range of postwar print cultures for women the
collection spans domestic cultural and feminist magazines and extends to ephemera novels and other
printed matter as well as digital magazine formats the range of essays indicates both the history of
publishing for women and the diversity of readers and audiences over the mid late twentieth century
and the early twenty first century in britain the collection reflects in detail the important ways in
magazines and printed matter contributed to challenged or informed british women s culture a range
of approaches including interview textual analysis and industry commentary are employed in order to
demonstrate the variety of ways in which the impact of postwar print media may be understood

Pioneers
2011-09-29

pioneer battalions created as an expedient in 1914 were a new concept in the british army intended
to provide the royal engineers with skilled labour and to relieve the infantry from some of its non
combatant duties pioneers became the work horses of the expedentiary forces the coldstream guards
and over three dozen country regiments each created at least one pioneer battalion several new army
battalions were raised specifically as pioneers while others were converted territorials or kitchener
units formed originally as conventional infantry adopting a badge of a cross rifle and pick these
battalions wired dug and reverted in all weathers and in all terrain on many occasions they
abandoned their working tools and fought alongside the infantry in repelling enemy attacks in their
efforts to stem the german offensives of 1918 several pioneer units fought themselves to virtual
annihilation often confused with the pioneer corps of the second world war the work of the pioneer
battalions has been largely ignored or misunderstood far from being the units of the ages and inform
these sixty eight battalions played a major role in the allied victory pioneer battalions in the great war
traces the reasons behind the creation of these units the work they performed and the dramatic
transitions many of them had to undergo it also examines how and why pioneers have never received
the recognition they deserve

Harry Ferguson: Inventor and Pioneer
1998-12-31

a n autobiography that happily is an engrossing full bodied reflection of the man a neatly balanced
combination of technical insights and always pertinent often irreverent anecdotes an upbeat tale of a
man who had a great love of life and a well merited sense of achievement told with genuine gusto
and fascinating detail richard witkin the new york times it is the triumph of this book that it manages
to combine a chatty anecdotal and highly readable tale of a distinguished scientist s everyday life
with a substantial number of penetrating insights into the creative process i b holley jr science the
present biography is eminently readable sometimes puckish and von karman himself is rather
inspiring in his faith in science kirkus every paragraph grips the reader s attention a book almost
impossible to put down until it is read aerospace historian this account of von kármán s life and his
contributions to the science of aerodynamics is most fascinating reading the science teacher every
page of this superb classic is infused with von karman s humanity as his narrative makes clear he was
not simply a clever technician but a man of character whose vision advanced the aerospace sciences
and fostered international cooperation aviation history
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Pioneer Mountain to Eddyville, US 20, Lincoln County
2004

this e book centers around one of the founders of columbus ohio namely isaiah vorys 1750 1834 who
was was descended from his 1660 ce long island new york van voorhees dutch ancestors the
descendants of these van voorhees vorys voris progenitors purportedly represent the largest dutch
family in the usa today the author has traced isaiah vorys ancestry to 1400 ce the netherlands and he
offers a comprehensive genealogy of his numerous descendants isaiah himself was a new jersey
revolutionary war soldier who served under general george washington he migrated to the columbus
ohio area around 1808 c e and his descendants including the author and collateral relatives
eventually resided in 82 out of 88 ohio counties throughout the past 200 years

Crafting A Legacy: The Incredible Lives Of Asian-pacific
Hand Surgery Pioneers
2023-05-30

a guided tour by software pioneer robert l glass through early computing and software engineering
1940s 1990s first hand accounts of the people and innovations that made our age possible three
female pioneers added for this new edition

Voices of Historical and Contemporary Black American
Pioneers
2012-05-15

fifty years ago in november 1947 brown root helped kerr mcgee build the first out of sight of land
offshore platform that produced oil this history puts a human face on the process of technological
change using the words of many of those who took part in brown root s offshore activities this book
recounts their efforts to find practical ways to recover offshore oil

Journal of the United Service Institution of India
1944

Women's Periodicals and Print Culture in Britain,
1940s-2000s
2020-09-21

Pioneer Battalions in the Great War
2014-02-10
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The Wind and Beyond: Theodore von Kármán, Pioneer in
Aviation and Pathfinder in Space
2022-05-22

The Pioneer Mail and Indian Weekly News
1920

ISAIAH VORYS (1750-1834) of the VAN VOORHEES FAMILY:
PIONEER of COLUMBUS, FRANKLIN COUNTY, OHIO And NEW
JERSEY REVOLUTIONARY WAR SOLDIER … HIS ANCESTORS
and DESCENDANTS
2022-01-22

In the Beginning 2.0
2020-12-07

Pioneer Venus
1983

Offshore Pioneers: Brown & Root and the History of Offshore
Oil and Gas
1997-11-03
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